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Roche in the late 1990s…

- Had a reputation to be large and inflexible

- Was not regarded as a very innovative company

- Saw itself as a static enterprise

- Focused on costs and finances

- Became entangled in a number of scandals (price-fixing issues) 

- This started to change only after a new management took over



The Roche Historical Collection and Archive

- Founded in 1990 to centralise archives and collections

- Strong focus on the 100 year jubilee 1996

- After 1996 independent federal commission on the behaviour during WW2

- New positioning of the archive after management change in 2001

- Active role in the change management process

- The new role necessited a novel approach to «history marketing»



Initial steps

- Guided tours of the collections and the company

- Exhibitions of artefacts from the collections open to invited members of the public

- Continuous revision of false facts

- Replacement of old publications on the history of the company

- By doing so re-introduction of a culture of open and honest debate



An example for guerilla tactics…

- Architecture plays an important role at Roche since the 1930s

- During the 1990s, the management stopped all activities related to
the marketing of Roche’s architectural heritage

- The archive nevertheless started to conduct architectural tours and to publish
simple booklets on Roche’s design tradition

- After a number of years, the company adopted the archive’s open communication
on architecture, even making architecture a focus of the company’s CSR activities

- 2009 Roche even started a project for the recreation of historical interiors
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